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London Technology Week: Report 2
• Retail technology was the focus of the events we attended in the
second half of London Technology Week.
• Startups showcased innovative solutions to win in the last mile of
delivery and to improve the multi-channel experience.
This week, the Fung Global Retail & Technology team attended
London Technology Week, an event supported by the Mayor of
London, which was held June 20–26. More than 250 events took place
around the city.

The electric- powered robot drives
autonomously on sidewalks at low
speeds and with zero emissions.

During the second part of the week, we attended a number of events
that focused on retail technology, in which participating technology
startups introduced innovative solutions for the last mile of delivery
and to enhance the multi-channel experience. Here, we summarize
some of the key takeaways.

Winning In the Last Mile: Robot Delivery
New concepts that promise to transform the last mile of delivery were
introduced at an event organized by Digital Greenwich. Ahti Heinla,
CEO of Starship Technologies and co-founder of Skype, showcased
Starship Robot, a six-wheeled intelligent robot designed for the local
delivery of goods and groceries.
The electric-powered robots drive autonomously on sidewalks at low
speeds and with zero emissions. Lightweight and low-cost, the robots
are designed to deliver goods locally within 30 minutes and when
convenient for customers, who can request delivery by robot when
they are ready to receive the goods.
Advantages of Starship Robots over other delivery methods include:
•

The robots reduce the current cost of delivery since they do
not require drivers, they are energy efficient and their
hardware is low cost.

•

They increase convenience for customers because they can
decide when they want to receive delivery.

•

They increase the speed of delivery because consumers only
wait 30 minutes for their goods once they have requested
delivery.

A Starship Robot showcased at Digital Greenwich
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Starship Robots have been tested in the London Borough of
Greenwich, Berlin, Tallinn and Arkansas and will be commercially
available by the end of 2016.

Winning In the Last Mile: Automation in Grocery Click and
Collect

The automated C&C terminals are
similar to cash machines, with a
screen in which a code is typed in for
order identification and a drawer
from which the order can be
collected.

At the event organized by Digital Greenwich, Yannis Kanellos, founder
and CEO at Myrmex, introduced Curbside Pickup System (CPS), a
grocery delivery system which combines a fully automated system for
loading orders at the point of dispatch and an innovative click and
collect (C&C) terminal.
The loading operations of online orders are fully automated through a
system of robots that handle the goods. This cuts costs and minimizes
errors, making the operations faster and more efficient. For instance,
the robotic technology places orders in the sequence in which they
need to be delivered in the in different C&C locations.
The automated C&C terminals are similar to cash machines, with a
screen in which a code is typed in for order identification and a drawer
from which the order can be collected. The terminal has different
storage sections to separate ambient, chilled and frozen food. This
improves the shelf life of the goods compared to similar solutions such
as locker boxes. Returns are also possible: the customer can simply
place the goods in the machine for the return.
CPS aims to make it easier and cheaper for grocery retailers to offer
C&C, and to make this delivery option more convenient for customers.

Improving the Multi-Channel Experience
Scout tracks footfall and shoppers’
behavior, what they are trying on,
when and if they are buying, and
what they picked up or not.

Tech London Advocates, a group championing London’s potential as a
world-class hub for tech and digital businesses, introduced three retail
tech startups, Scout, GoinStore and Modist.
Scout is a hardware and software system that tracks in-store
consumer behavior. This gives store managers access to data similar to
what can be tracked about visitors of e-commerce websites. Scout
tracks footfall and shoppers’ behavior, what they are trying on, when
and if they are buying, and what they picked up or not.
GoInStore is a system that connects e-commerce portals with in-store
sales associates. GoInStore enables a video call between the visitor of
the website and the sales associate in the store. During the video call,
sales associates wear a pair of smart glasses with a front camera
through which they can show clients the products, while at the same
time they can access information about the customers’ shopping
history. According to the company, the average conversion rate online
is just 2% to 3%, while in-store it is between 20% and30%, thanks to
the interaction between the shopper and the sales associate.
GoInStore promises to increase the online conversion rate to 10% by
replicating online the interaction that occurs in-store.
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GoInStore at the Tech London Advocates event

• Modist is a platform that facilitates the retailer’s engagement
with the customers. Through a Modist-powered app, retailers
can use a range of marketing, editorials and social media
content—all in one place—related to the item the customers are
browsing to influence their shopping decisions. Sales associates
can engage customers by sharing product images and
information and by accessing the shopping history and
preferences of customers. In addition to increased interaction
with the customer, Modist enables retailers to understand what
kind of marketing content increases conversion rates.
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